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Bad Words

Understanding the Impact of 'Bad Words' on Your CV - Why Avoid Them? In the context of a Curriculum Vitae (CV), 'bad words' are
words to be avoided due to their negative impact on employers' perceptions. Avoiding these words is essential because they can:
Convey negativity, undermining your confidence. Mask your achievements with a job description-like feel. Make your CV appear
generic when overused phrases are used. Lead to redundancy and reduced engagement. Lack specificity, leaving room for ambiguity.
Damage credibility when exaggerated language is used. Distract with irrelevant information. Confuse with industry-specific jargon.
Suggest carelessness with typos and errors. Undermine professionalism with informal language. Raise ethical and legal concerns
when biased terms are present. To create an effective CV, focus on positive, specific, and professional language while avoiding these
'bad words.' This approach ensures a strong, positive impression on potential employers.

abandoned absurd aggressive alot always ambitious analytical
and/or anxious argued assisted attempted avoided awesome
awful bad basically because believe brilliant bullying



bureaucratic buy-in compelling competent confined conflicted cool
creative criticised decline decrease defeated deliverables denied
detail-oriented difficult disagreement disciplined dismissed disorganised down-sized
driven dynamic ecosystem effective empty energetic energy
entrepreneurial essentially etc example exasperating excellent exceptional
experimental failed fault feel fired firstly flexible
fought funny futile go-getter go-to-person goal-orientated good
got granular grievence harassed hate hopeless idiotic
impossible impractical incapable inconceivable indecisive ineffectual inept
infuriating innovative intolerable irreparable irreversible isolated job
just killer legacy like literally logical lost
loyal maddening matrix mature meticulous miserable mistake
monetise monetize morph motivated multinational necessitate never
nice non-viable nothing objectionable opposed optimise optimize
orchestrate organisational organizational outstanding panic paradigm perfectionist
plus portal preposterous proactive problem problem-solver problems
professional quite really recession reintermediate reinvent reiterate
reliable repurpose responsible revolutionize ridiculous robust scalable
seasoned secondly seize sex sexy shoddy slump
specialized sticky stress strong stupid succumbed synergy
talented tenure thirdly thru totally tried ubiquitous
ugly unbearable unemployed unendurable unmanageable unreasonable unruly
unsuccessfully unworkable very visionary weak withdrew wonderful
wrestled youth youthful


